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MISSION

VISION
An international school of choice 
where every student is valued 
and empowered with truth and 
knowledge for life. 

The International Christian School 
of Vienna provides high quality, 
individualized education, equipping 
students with Christian character to 
impact the nations of the world.  

CORE VALUES
• Christ-centered
• Excellence
• Integrity
• Respect
• Service

SCHOOL THEME
2021-2022
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DIRECTOR’S REPORT

Dr. Sharon C. Brobst, Director

Because of His Faithfulness,

This was the school’s 35th anniversary year, so 
we began with an all-school assembly outside 
to celebrate together God’s faithfulness for 35 
years. We were privileged to have Dr. Larry Taylor, 
president of ACSI, our accrediting body, join us to 
say a few words. How exciting to see how God has 
led us all these years!

Did you know that ICSV was started in 1986 to 
serve the educational needs of the missionaries 
who were stationed in Vienna? There were just 25 
students enrolled. When the Iron Curtain fell, more 
and more families were able to relocate to Vienna, 
thus increasing the need to provide an education 
to international families. The school has moved 
several times, and now we are planning to expand 
our current facilities so that we can offer a quality 
education to even more students. This year we put 
together the detailed building plans to submit to 
the city authorities for approval.

This year’s theme has tied into our 35th anniversary 
and also the events of the last couple of years. We 
encouraged our community to Thrive in 35! We 
didn’t want to just continue to survive during this 
time of Covid. We wanted our school community 
to learn what it means to thrive. We defined this 
as “to grow vigorously, to flourish, to progress 
toward or realize a goal despite or because of 
circumstances.” We knew that Covid wouldn’t just 
disappear, so we needed to learn how to thrive 
during these uncertain times. 

Little did we know that as the school year was 
coming to a close that Europe would be faced with 
the Ukrainian crisis. As a school, we were able to 
collect items to bring immediate relief to refugee 
families. We were also able to welcome many 
families into our community, by providing them 
with a safe place in which to learn. We have come 
full circle. The school was founded to serve the 
Eastern European population, and now they are 
coming to us in need of help. What a privilege!

We have been learning that in order to thrive, we 
need to keep our eyes focused on God. In fact, 
when we do this, we will thrive! Our single desire 
should be to see God glorified no matter what 
the circumstances. God is the one that makes it 
possible for us to thrive. 

Happy 35th Anniversary, ICSV! We love you.
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35 YEARS OF
EDUCATION,
COMUNITY & 
GROWTH
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BOARD REPORT

Dear parents and friends of ICSV,

This is the last Annual Board Chair Report that I 
will write, as I have already passed the baton of 
ICSV Board Chair into the capable hands of Dr. 
Anna Gryskiewicz. Dr. Gryskiewicz knows the 
school well, both as a parent of two ICSV graduates 
and as a board member over the past six years. 
Additionally, she brings decades of experience 
as an educator and a Ph.D. in Organizational 
Leadership.

As I refl ect on the past nine years serving on the 
board, some of the highlights have been hiring Dr. 
Brobst as Director seven years ago, becoming an 
International Baccalaureate school, becoming a 
member school of the Freikirchen in Österreich, 
purchasing the property adjacent to our current 
building, conducting an architect competition, and 
developing the plans for a new building, all while 
seeing the school grow to over 300 students. It has 
been a joy to see so many children over the years 
“valued and empowered with truth and knowledge 
for life,” including my own three children. I 
consider it a great privilege to have served on the 
board, and I will continue to pray for God to guide 
the school into the future.

Gratefully yours,

Dear parents and friends of ICSV,

I am grateful for the opportunity to have served 
on the board for the last six years, and I consider 
it a privilege to serve as Board Chair. Isaiah 43:18-
21 serves as a reminder not to dwell on the past 
but to recognize that God is doing something 
new. May we remember that “He is making a way 
in the desert and streams in the wasteland.” As 
we rebound from the last couple of turbulent 
years, we are thankful for the leadership of Dr. 
Brobst, the administration, and the faculty. 
We anticipate an amazing school year in 2022-
2023 during which God will continue to guide 
the school’s leadership as decisions are made 
to create a learning environment where every 
student is valued. Additionally, with grateful 
hearts, we express our sincere appreciation to our 
supportive parents who entrust their children to 
our care.

Brad Hunter, outgoing ICSV Board Chair Dr. Anna Gryskiewicz, new ICSV Board Chair

Sincerely,
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Sudanese
Swiss
Angolan
Belarusian
Burman
Canadian
Cuban
Fijian
Finnish
Hungarian
Motswana
Namibian
Norwegian 
Serbian
Slovak
Swedish
Taiwanese
Tanzanian
Turkish
Uruguayan
Vietnamese

Libyan
Egyptian
Ethiopian
Qatari
Syrian
Zambian
Zimbabwean
Albanian
Brazilian
Burkinabé
Colombian
Danish
Dutch
French
Ghanaian
Iraqi
Irish
Italian
Jamaican
Montenegrin
Russian

WHERE OUR STUDENTS COME FROM

Students come from 63 nationalities. Below represent the nationalities amongst the student body with 327 
students enrolled at the end of the year:

Austrian
American
South Korean
Indian
Pakistani
British
German
South African
Ukrainian
Nigerien (Niger)
Filipino
Japanese
Nigerian (Nigeria)
Spanish
Chinese
Croatian
Jordanian
Romanian
Cameroonian
Iranian
Kazakhstani

56
44
30
13
11
10
9
9
8
7
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
4

4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
1 
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Total School Enrollment and 
Total English Language Learning Enrollment 2022

High School

Middle School

Elementary

Beginner (Extended Support)

Intermediate/Advanced

Total ELL
Total Students

Total School Enrollment and 
Total English Language Learning Enrollment 2022

High School

Middle School

Elementary

Beginner (Extended Support)

Intermediate/Advanced

Total ELL
Total Students

ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNER

LEARNING SUPPORT SERVICES

ICSV has students in both elementary and secondary school who take additional classes in English to 
support them while they are acquiring the skills needed to develop an academic level of the language. 
Our students come from around the world, and for many English is their second or even third language. 
During the admissions process, we closely monitor the number of students who have yet to acquire the 
level of academic proficiency to ensure that there are adequate staff members to provide the support 
needed for the students to succeed. During the 2021-2022 school year, the number of ELL students is 
shown on the chart below.

Every student has a unique set of strengths and talents that is part of God’s design. Not all students 
learn or process ideas in the same way or at the same rate as their peers. For students who need 
additional support to achieve academic success, ICSV has developed a program that allows us to 
address these students’ individual needs. We identify student strengths and help each one to develop 
strategies to overcome areas of challenge. During the 2021-2022 school year, the learning support team 
worked with 31 students weekly and provided accommodations management for 16. 

Elementary 
Extended: 18
Advanced: 9
Total ELL: 27
Total Students: 113

Middle School 
Extended: 18
Advanced: 4
Total ELL: 22
Total Students: 80

High School
Extended: 1
Advanced: 17
Total ELL: 18
Total Students: 134

Total School Enrollment and Total English Language Learning Enrollment 2022
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Action Steps:

• ICSV continued to use professional learning communities or PLCs this school year. Staff 
members were able to choose which group they wanted to join.

• The school schedule continued with a late start on Thursdays to allow for PLCs and other 
meetings. 

• All new staff members took the Strengthsfinder test, and results were reviewed with all staff.
• In addition to PLCs, professional development this year included:

 - In October all staff attended a session on “Strengths and their Relational Impact” in 
which they were guided through understanding their Gallup Clifton Strengths online 
talent assessment results. After reviewing the “Insights Guide” and “Top 5 Strengths,” 
the training focused on helping each staff member understand how their individual 
strengths impacted their relationships and how they  deal with conflict.

 - In February, all staff were invited to partake in the Colson Center’s course on 
Worldview Formation. Two modules were completed during this first session, and 
the other two modules will be completed in April. This course is designed to provide 
our staff with the knowledge and practical skills needed to form their own worldview 
thinking and that of our students.

 - In March, secondary teachers participated in professional development centered 
around Social Emotional Learning. The training was centered around CASEL’s 
SEL Framework, and teachers were guided through establishing a conceptual 
understanding of the “CASEL Wheel,” which addresses the five core competencies and 
key settings for Social Emotional Learning.

ACSI CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT PLAN (2022)
The school has continued to make progress toward the goals listed in the current Continuous School 
Improvement Plan. The plan was originally written based on the major recommendations made by the 
ACSI Accreditation Committee in 2016. Next year, ICSV will begin another re-accreditation cycle, which 
will include the writing of a new Continuous School Improvement plan for 2024 to 2031.

Conduct comprehensive training for faculty in assessment and data analysis to enable 
teachers to determine schoolwide trends, monitor student progress, and disaggregate 
data, thereby enabling the school to make educationally sound decisions regarding 
instructional strategies and assessment of the Student Profile.

Action Steps:

• New staff all attended a session on the use of assessment during New Staff Orientation in 
which they were introduced to standardized testing tools used at ICSV. They were guided in 
how to understand the data, identify trends, and use the information to help students set 
goals and monitor progress.

Identify specific needs and implement a comprehensive professional development 
program for individual teachers and those in other professional positions.

GOAL 1

GOAL 2
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Action Steps:

• The building committee has been working with the architects and project manager 
to prepare all necessary documents for building plan approval by the city authorities. 
Submission should be in the fall of 2022.

• In preparation for the building project, a drilling soil investigation was completed on the 
new property.

• The permit for modular classrooms was extended for an additional school year. The 
architects are formulating a plan to relocate them during the construction period.

• We have continued to use empty rooms on the new property for Covid testing, IB testing, 
meetings, the IB art show, etc. Basketball practice has been held on the DWT property.

• A comprehensive facilities plan for the current building and IT is continually expanded.

Establish and implement a long-term, strategic site development plan identifying all 
significant land and building issues related to growth and improvement of facilities, 
services, and equipment, and allocate sufficient resources to fund the plan.

Align the spiritual nature, characteristics, and needs of secondary students with the 
school’s goals as set forth in foundational documents utilizing dynamics that foster 
growth and development in various educational settings.

Action Steps:

• For much of the year, Covid restrictions forced us to hold secondary chapels in small 
groups and elementary chapels virtually. In March, we were able to return to regular chapel 
gatherings.

•  In February, a school climate survey was given to secondary students to gauge how they 
were doing. Responses were mixed, as the isolation of social distancing is taking a toll on the 
school community, as a whole.

• Spiritual Life Surveys were conducted in the fall and spring for both elementary and 
secondary.

• Secondary Spiritual Emphasis Week took place the week of March 2. We focused on hearing 
teacher stories and testimonies.

• In May, we took secondary students to a play about the life of Bonhoeffer at New City Wien.
• We have a middle school girls Bible study meeting bi-weekly during lunch. 
• “Dove Talks” are taking place during high school lunch once a week. This is a place for 

students to eat and discuss spiritual things. It is led by a couple of our teachers.
• A focus of professional development this year has been on improving biblical worldview 

formation and fostering Christian community at ICSV.
• The elementary school held a special Spiritual Emphasis Week at the beginning of April. 

The theme and focus were aligned to the message of Easter. Students led worship, and the 
message was given by Vienna Christian Center missionary staff who have a background in 
international education.

GOAL 3

GOAL 4
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Education worldwide has been impacted by 
the pandemic and the restrictions that have 
been put in place to protect students and 
teachers. Learning had to look completely 
different during these last two school 
years, and although we have thankfully 
been in person all school year there are 
signifi cant implications that could impact 
standardized testing scores. Many schools 
are still working through closing signifi cant 
learning gaps caused by the disruption 
to learning. It is important to view any 
standardized testing result through this 
lens. 

ICSV uses the MAP Growth Assessment 
results to analyze the effi cacy of our 
curricular program. Our curriculum and 
the MAP Growth Assessment are aligned 
to the National Common Core State 
Standards (CCSS) and Next Generation 
Science Standards (NGSS). Our goal each 
year is that 60% of our students show 
progress in their learning by meeting their 
Expected Student Growth determined by 
NWEA. This number is based on years of 
statistical analysis by NWEA and typically 
the predicted growth should be achievable 
during a normal school year. 

For the 2021-2022 our overall percentages 
for meeting Expected Student Growth are: 

Reading (Grades 1-10) 45%
Language (Grades 3-10) 74% 
Math (Grades 1-10) 52%
Science (Grades 6-10) 61%

Student scores were above the norms on 
most tests except for: 

Math (Grades 2, 7, and 10) and Reading 
(Grades 6, 7, and 8)

STUDENT 
ACHIEVEMENT 
REPORT
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INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE REPORT

CLASS OF 2022 UNIVERSITY ACCEPTANCES

ICSV understands that the pandemic has been and continues to be an exceptionally diffi cult time for 
students and their families. The IBDP teachers have been required to be more fl exible with teaching 
and learning in the diploma program, adapting to changes between face-to-face classroom learning 
and demands of online and hybrid learning. ICSV did its best to ensure that all students sat for the 
examination in May 2022. We are very proud of our IBDP graduates and staff for a successful journey.

* The IB Diploma Programme and Career-Related Programme Provisional Statistical Bulletin May 2022 Assessment Session
https://www.ibo.org/globalassets/new-structure/about-the-ib/pdfs/provisional-statistical-bulletin-may-2022.pdf

Austria
IMC Fachhochschule Krems
Modul University
Webster Private University Vienna

USA
Alvernia University (PA)
Dallas Baptist University (TX)
Huntington University (IN)
Millersville University (PA)
Ouachita Baptist University (AR)
Penn State University (PA)
Regent University (VI)
Taylor University (IN)

Union University (TN)
West Texas A&M University (TX)
William Carey University (MS)

UK
University of Aberdeen
University of Bath
University of Birmingham
University of Kent
University of Leeds
University of Nottingham
Oxford Brooks
University of West London

The Netherlands
Erasmus University of Rotterdam
The Hague University
Leiden University
Tilburg University
University of Utrecht
Vrije University
University of Groningen

Other
ESSEC - France
IE University - Spain

IB Worldwide Provisional Data 2022* ICSV Results 2021

85.85%
Diploma Passing Rate

100%
Diploma Passing Rate

5.12
Diploma Mean Grade

5.35
Diploma Mean Grade

45
Highest Points Awarded

40
Highest Point Awarded

31.98
Diploma Average Points

33
Diploma Average Points

ICSV 2022 RESULT

5.75
Diploma 
Mean Grade

36
Diploma Average 
Points

100%
Diploma 
Passing Rate

12
Number of Students fully 
enrolled in IBDP

44
Highest Point 
Awarded to Candidate
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Students in the elementary program were able to 
have nearly uninterrupted in-person instruction 
during the school year. Students wore masks 
for most of the year, but it was a blessing to be 
together. Teachers provided opportunities for 
the children to learn collaboratively and to share 
their learning with peers. Elementary teachers at 
all levels found ways to creatively use song and 
movement, visual cues, and slides to enhance 
their instruction with techniques that reached 
a variety of  learning styles. Students conducted 
experiments and gave presentations to their 
classes on researched topics. 

Spirit Days
Elementary students celebrated being at school 
by showing school spirit on special themed spirit 
days. We wore pajamas, tropical-wear, silly socks, 
school colors, and more. Each month, the class 
with the highest participation and creativity won. 
Primary had the most wins for the year and was 
treated to a pizza and ice cream party. For second 
place, third grade was given an ice cream party.

Field Trips
COVID restrictions prevented elementary students 
from going on field trips until the spring. Once the 
opportunity to explore the city presented itself, 
our students were able to see some wonderful 
places. The primary and first grade classes went to 
the Blumengarten, the Haus des Meeres, and the 
Natural History Museum. Second and third graders 
spent a day at the world-famous Schönbrunn Zoo. 
Third grade participated in a guided tour of the 
Natural History Museum. Fifth grade researched 
famous places and landmarks in Vienna and 
filmed their reports on location. Since the fourth 
and fifth grade students were not able to go to the 
zoo when they were in third grade, these students 
were able to finally go this year.  

Book Month
Elementary students were able to enjoy most of the 
ICSV traditions for Book Month in March. Primary 
to third grade students tracked the number of 
minutes they read or were read to during the 
month. Each week the children turned in reading 
logs so that the number of minutes read could be 
tracked. Third grade won the reading race, but 
all of the students benefited by reading  57,873 
minutes, which is 964 hours and 55 minutes all 
together! 

All elementary students enjoyed a read-in day by 
wearing pajamas to school and building special 
reading tents in the classroom. The children were 
given extra time to read and had guest readers visit. 
For the second year in a row, elementary students 
paraded through the building wearing costumes 
of a book character. Prizes were given for students 
who had the best homemade costume. At lunch, 
students were given delicious donuts, while prizes 
were handed out. Fourth and fifth graders formed 
teams for the annual Battle of the Books. These 
teams read pre-selected books and answered 
questions about them while competing in rounds 
of quizzes. The winning team, The Book Warriors, 
was treated to a trip to Prater to ride bumper cars, 
followed by lunch at McDonalds. 

Art
Elementary art students focused more on the 
process of art-making this year in addition to 
the usual curriculum involving art history and 
learning various techniques. Mr. Reynolds assisted 
the primary class in creating their habitats, and 
they enjoyed using model magic to create these. 
Fourth and fifth grade students completed their 
Pop Art portraits and put them on display during 
the elementary music concert. Primary students 
also created artwork inspired by Vassily Kandinsky 
that was displayed. 

Music 
Elementary music students participated in two 
concerts this year, a Christmas concert and a 
Spring concert. Fourth and fifth grade elementary 
students spent time learning to play the ukulele, 
and third grade students spent time learning 
the recorder. Upper elementary students were 
also taught to sight read treble clef music on the 
xylophones. Primary to grade two classes learned 
how to read basic rhythms and time signatures. 
They also learned about the different instrument 
families and musical genres.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL REPORT
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The 2021-2022 school year can be remembered 
for the beginning of our return to pre-Covid ICSV. 
Students in both middle school and high school 
enjoyed a year that was less impacted by closures. 
This provided opportunities for the secondary 
program to reestablish important aspects of the 
heart of ICSV.  The return of in-person chapel was 
a huge blessing this year. In addition, as the year 
progressed, secondary students were able to enjoy 
events such as Coffeehaus, sports competitions, 
King Nangu Cup, and field trips. This much needed 
return to activities has been a boost to students 
who have spent the last few years isolated due 
to the pandemic. We learned how important 
community is to each of us and savored all of the 
opportunities we have had to be together. 

Athletics
Athletics saw soccer, volleyball, basketball, 
and track return. Our student athletes had 
opportunities to play both friendly games with 
neighboring schools and competitions in places 
such as Budapest and Salzburg. Class trips 
returned, and near the end of the year, field trips 
returned with students going to the Mauthausen 
Memorial, Carnuntum Ruins, and other historical 
and artistic venues in Vienna. Students held a 
fundraiser for the Romanian Care Home, River 
of Life, to help with much needed repairs to their 
facility. We hope to be able to return there next 
year during Fall Break.

Eagle Day 
We also started a new tradition called Eagle Day. 
One afternoon, a surprise announcement was 
made to students that classes were canceled for 
the remainder of the day. We all headed outside 
where students enjoyed sports, games, cards, 
laughter, and time with one another. Teachers 
intermingled with students, and the campus filled 
with laughter and joy. 

Both faculty and students were reminded this 
year of what makes ICSV special. In addition 
to a quality educational program, ICSV is built 
on relationships. It was encouraging to enjoy 
opportunities to reconnect as a community. We 
are collectively looking forward to the return of 
more of our well-loved traditions next year. 

Art
Secondary Art continued to learn about visual 

art and the importance of creativity. A total of 78 
students participated in middle school art courses 
and the sculpture elective. A memorable point was 
creating additive sculptures of desserts using toilet 
paper. The students and Mr. Reynolds enjoyed 
this project very much even if it seemed weird at 
first. In the high school Art Appreciation course 
and the sculpture class, a total of 37 students had 
their artistic horizons expanded. The high school 
Art Appreciation courses enjoyed doing some 
observational drawings “en plein air” in the open 
air and could be seen around campus at various 
times choosing various compositions to capture 
while the sculpture class created some fantastic 
toilet paper sculptures during the first semester.  

International Baccalaureate
A total of six IB Art students worked with Ms. 
Rubin-Jakober to complete four pieces. This 
assignment was to strongly encourage the 
students to further develop their theme that they 
will eventually exhibit in the spring of 2023. 

IB Art Year 2 students completed their IB Visual 
Art course in March, with their final exhibition on 
Friday, March 11, in the Lucky Car building next 
to school. They completed their process portfolios 
and submitted all of their work to IB for marking. 
The process of developing one’s own artwork is 
a hugely transformational experience for these 
young artists. It was wonderful to see how well 
they completed their requirements in the end.

Music
Our secondary musicians were finally able to 
perform for us at a Spring Concert located at the 
Vienna Community Church in the first district.

SECONDARY SCHOOL REPORT
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ATHLETICS REPORT
ICSV believes that participation in sports provides 
much more than just exercise and spending time 
with friends. Participation can provide invaluable 
experiences for our student-athletes through the 
inculcation of positive life values. Our athletes 
have the opportunity to learn and put into 
practice the values of teamwork, self-discipline, 
time management, delayed gratifi cation in order 
to achieve a long-term goal, and elevation of 
performance under adverse circumstances. Our 
prayer is that through the teaching and mentoring 
of our ICSV coaches, a foundation can be laid for 
our student-athletes upon which they can build 
toward future successes in life.

We don’t just strive to create great athletes at 
ICSV. We strive to create powerful young men and 
women, who will be impactful in this world.

Fall Sports

Total Participants: 78

High School Boys Soccer: 23
High School Girls Soccer: 18
Middle School Boys Soccer: 15
High School Boys Volleyball: 13
High School Girls Volleyball: 19

Spring Sports

Total Participants: 27

High School Track & Field: 11
MIddle School Track & Field: 6
Middle School Girls Volleyball: 10

Overall Participation: 149

Winter Sports

Total Participants: 44

High School Boys Basketball: 15
High School Girls Basketball: 9
Middle School Boys Basketball: 10
Middle School Girls Basketball: 10

1st Place (2021 DVAC High School Soccer 
Festival)

1st Place (2022 DVAC High School Girls 
JV Basketball Tournament)

1st Place (2022 ICSV MS Invitational 
Basketball Tournament)

1st Place (Ethan Kosse - 400m - DVAC 
Track Meet - Bratislava) 

2nd Place (2022 DVAC High School Boys 
Basketball Jamboree)

2nd Place (2022 DVAC High School Girls 
Basketball Jamboree)

3rd Place (Joel Madu - 100m Hurdles - 
DVAC Track Meet - Bratislava)

Season Highlights
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Student Government (SGA)
This was our fourth year using a Student 
Government model, rather than the previous 
Student Union model. The members of the 
Executive Council were voted into office in 
September of 2021, and elections for class 
representatives were also held at the beginning 
of the school year.

The Student Government organized a variety of 
events and activities during the year. In the fall, 
SGA organized Spirit Week. Upper and lower 
grades were paired together to compete for dress-
up days and competitions during the all-school 
pep rally, which was co-hosted by the Athletic 
Department. It was a fun way to start off the 
year and to gather as an entire school. This year 
the Student Government was also able to make 
some changes around the school. Full-length 
mirrors were installed in the student bathrooms, 
and after-school playing times were added. In 
February, Student Government sponsored the 
annual tradition of Candy Grams, where students 
can purchased a valentine for 50 cents and then 
had it delivered on Valentine’s Day. 

Coffeehaus
To kick off the school year, Coffeehaus was held 
outside where students enjoyed nice weather 
while playing volleyball, soccer, and basketball. 
In October, SGA organized a game night. Then, in 
December, Santa Claus (Mr. Wiisanen) joined the 
students to celebrate Christmas during lunchtime 
in place of the normal Coffeehaus due to Covid 
restrictions. In March, SGA organized a trivia quiz 
night. The final Coffeehaus in June welcomed back 
all the seniors after their exams, and the students 
were able to play games outside. As always, staff 
were highly encouraged to attend these events, 
as they are great times to get to know students 
outside of class.

Praise and Worship Nights
ICSV hosted a praise and worship night during 
Spiritual Emphasis Week (SEW) in March. A 
worship team consisting of mostly students 
and a few staff members led everyone in song. 
Praise Night has a much different atmosphere 
than chapel days during school because the 
students who come are doing so out of their own 
motivation. It’s always encouraging to see God 
moving in the students during these events. We 

hope to host more praise and worship nights in 
the upcoming school year. 

Romania Mission Trip
Unfortunately, due to Covid restrictions, the 
annual trip to Romania was not able to take 
place; however, thanks to CAS students, a coin 
fundraiser was still able to be organized for River 
of Life. River of Life is a care home in Romania 
that provides assistance to women, children, and 
the elderly. This year we partnered with River of 
Life to assist in the renovation of cabins that are 
used to house the many volunteers who come 
to serve at their facility. ICSV students and staff 
were able to raise €1,859.09. 

STUDENT MINISTRIES
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The following students served as part of 
SGA during the 2021-2022 school year:

Student Body President: Levi Hunter
Student Body Vice President: Ryan Frank
Secretary/Treasurer: Waldo Heyl

12th grade representatives: Alex Lapid,
Lauren Frank

11th grade representatives:
Deborah Solomon, Gustav Nikolajsen

10th grade representatives: Elia Svatek, 
Theresa Schmidt

9th grade representatives: Darryl Lopez, 
Coralia Neacsu
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FACILITIES AND TECHNOLOGY REPORT
The Facilities and IT departments provided 
ongoing support, taking care of the security of the 
school building, completing cleaning and repair 
projects, and ensuring optimal operation of the 
school’s technology use. IT was able to purchase  
20 Chromebooks and headsets for the elementary 
and secondary students and four Chromebooks for 
the Library.

Since the beginning of the school year, many 
building projects have been accomplished. The 
main entrance was completely renewed with 
granite tiles, thus making everyone feel welcomed 
to ICSV. The quality of the MP Room where many 
school activities take place has been improved 
with about 400 msq of new carpeting. Over the 
Easter Break the little garden in front of the school 
and the basketball field were renewed, and new 
sod was planted. Lounge chairs were also provided 
for students in the MPR so they could socialize a 

little bit more with each other after the Covid-19 
restrictions relaxed.

We continued to use the Lucky Car/DWT building 
for weekly Covid-19 testing. Video recording, 
music practice, art exhibition and sports activities 
have also been performed in the additional school 
building. In the DWT room, all the lamps have 
been raised up to the ceilings and two basketball 
racks were installed for basketball practice over the 
winter. Regular meetings of the building committee 
also took place in the Lucky Car building.

In anticipation of the new building project, a 
drilling soil investigation procedure was done on 
the new property in the proximity of the Lucky 
Car and around Sixt. Permission for the modular 
classrooms has been extended for another school 
year.
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PARENT COMMUNITY REPORT
The pandemic made us think outside the box, but 
we still managed to keep the Parent Community 
wheels in motion! 

The Parent Community is very much at the heart 
of our school community. Our children, parents, 
teachers, staff, and school administrators have 
spoken very highly about our activities and the role 
we play in strengthening the school community.  
We thank the Lord for His protection of our 
community during this pandemic, and we pray for 
His blessings, wisdom, and perseverance in all our 
heartfelt work and fellowship.

These are our accomplishments for the school year 
of 2021-2022: 

• Orientation Days: 23-24 August 2021 
• First Morning Coffee: 5 October 2021 
• Second Morning Coffee: 18 March 2022 
• Third Morning Coffee: 31 May 2022 
• Teacher Appreciation Week 4- 8 April 2022
• Volunteer work and donations to help 

Ukrainian refugees

We loved having parents join us for our morning 
coffee and having them give us the opportunity to 
welcome new members. Together we are becoming 

more effective in helping our children in their 
learning environment. 

The Parent Community organized Teacher 
Appreciation Week. Our teachers and staff 
were welcomed from the first day of the week 
with our beautiful thank you arrangement tree, 
where students of all grades added their notes of 
appreciation for their teachers and staff. A buffet of 
flowers, fruits, cakes, coffee, homemade juice, and 
lots of chocolates was placed in the staff lounge. 
This year we were also able to host a luncheon for 
the entire staff. The Appreciation Week was well 
received, and our staff felt loved and appreciated. 

We would like to extend our thanks to everyone 
from the Parent Community and to our volunteer 
students Lauren Frank, grade 12, and Mara 
Moldovan, grade 9, for making this Appreciation 
Week a successful event.  

All of these activities help us grow in confidence 
as parents, and it feels good to know that we 
are making a difference for our children and our 
community.  The Parent Community is often 
referred to as the heart of the school community, 
and in our case it really is.
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